California Department of Fish and Wildlife
North Central Region
SUTTER BYPASS WILDLIFE AREA
Sutter County

Disclaimer: Boundaries are approximate. Maps are intended for general purposes only.

Sutter National Wildlife Refuge
Only waterfowl and pheasant hunting are allowed (shotgun only).
See § 552, Title 14 for specific regulation for SNWR.

Sutter Bypass Wildlife Area West Levee
E. Sutter Bypass West Levee from 3 1/2 mile north of Gilsizer Slough to Hwy 113 - Hunting only on West Channel, West Levee, and the very narrow grassy strip located between West Levee and outside drainage canal. There is no hunting in forested marsh area between West Channel and Sutter Bypass farm lands.

Sutter Bypass Wildlife Area East Levee
C. Sutter Bypass East Levee from Hwy 113 to the Feather River Levee - Hunting only on East Channel, East Levee and grassy strip located between East Levee and outside drainage canal. There is no hunting in the forested area between East Channel and Sutter Bypass farm lands.
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